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PRESENTING THE CLUSTERS
AND ITS INHABITANTS!

KARLSKRONA, SWEDEN
Storage

03:00 / THE COMMON FLOOR AND THE PRODUCTIVE AXIS:

An angry white man is maybe not what one would think of when imagining a
brainstorm castle. Since moving to Hattholmen he has been involved in the
makerspace for maintenance of the machinery where he through the university and telecom city got an maker-education along with his already big
knowledge about traditional craftsmanship. The university and telecom city
are part-owners in the makerspace which is used for educational purpose
and among robots and lasercutters there is still space for some traditional
machinery which he handles with excellence. Through this involvement, the
THE ANGRY WHITE MAN
THE ANGRY WHITE MAN angry white man has become somewhat more comfortable with the tech& THE BRAINSTORM no-cultural revolution. While teaching others to use a band saw he himself
CASTLE
has been taught how to lasercut a new table for his apartment.

Gallery
THOSE OFFICE
SPACES LOOKS
GREAT, IMAGINE
BEING ABLE TO
WATCH ALL THE
WATER ACTIVITIES
WHILE WORKING!
Sitting
Commercial

The Brainstorm Castle

The Angry White Man
Café Deck
This new waterpark
really benefit from
its central location!

THE PRODUCTIVE CITY AS A PLATFORM / 03 THE PLATFORM
Jumpout
The perfect
training ground
for Kustjägaren!

When it’s good whether I
often paddle to Hattholmen
simply to get a cup of
coffee.

Pocket Beach

Lookout

Childrens Bassin
Micro Library

Seasonal Gardens

THE SILVER TSUNAMI

THE SILVER TSUNAMI
& THE FLOATING
FORTRESS

Swimming Pool
Aquaponics
Yoga

Sauna

Interaction

Urban Essential: 1500m2
Local Entrepreneurship
Community Common: 500m2 Digital Education

Standard Unit: 60m2
Productive Space: 15m2

Should we join
one of these
kayak polo
courses?

Production

03:01 / THE COMMON FLOOR AND THE PUBLIC PARK:

The Silver Tsunami

The Floating Fortress

Production

Interaction

Standard Unit: 32m2
Productive Space: 8m2

Urban Essential: 125m2
Community Common: 45m2

Recreation
Education

Local clubs/NGOs
Tourists

Kiosk

We meet up every
thursday afternoon
for a game of
football after
school!

Local Businesses
Schools/Institutions

The silver tsunami and the floating fortress, it kinda sounds like an obscure indie pop-group, right? Maybe it is, but in this case it tells the story of
how the floating fortress has engaged with the historical idea about the
public bath as a social arena for discussions instead of only being a public
spectacle obsessed with consumption and self-centrated instagram pictures as many contemporary harbor baths. The silver tsunami lives in the city
farm, but uses the floating fortress regularly. Together with fellow seniors,
she has formed a combined book circle and sauna club that meet up every
week to discuss books inside the library and life in general inside the sauna.
She finds that the best days to use the fortress are during cold winter mornings where one can overlook the snowy archipelago.

Picnic Area

Seating Edge

Playground
Kayak Polo
Bike Parking

Football
Five a side

Cable Park

Fireplace

Sitting

COMMUNITY COMMON!

Clubhouse
Café

Kayak
storage

BBQ Area

2.
9.

KUBBPARKEN
This new commuter
path has turned
biking into fun!

Why don’t we
go for a
picnic on
Tjurkö?
Bus Stop
Market Hall/
Makerspace

Shared Space

4.
I didn’t know
Karlskrona had
a lamp factory?!

Bus Stop

Elevated
Courtyard

Its so easy to stop by
the new supermarket on
the way home instead of
going to the city center!

Parking
Supermarket
30p

8.
2.

COMMUNITY COMMON!

Boat Bus
M/F Gasefjärden

5.

3.

Summer
Market

I can even see
the naval
museum from
up Greenhouse
here!

Bike Parking

2.
7.

2.
3.

Supermarket
2000m2

1.

Bike Pump

2.
6.
Bike Parking

2.

1.

Entrance Square

2.

Our kids just love watching
the sailboats while eating a
locally produced ice cream
from the market hall!

Seating Edge

The Floating Fortress

Short Time
Parking

The Brainstorm Castle

1. Seating
2. 25m Bassin
3. Childrens Bassin
4. Changing Room
5. Sauna
6. Sun Deck/Tribune
7. Micro Library
8. Diving Tower
9. Sun Deck/Tribune

Bike Shop
Outdoor Workspace

1. Market Space
2. The Afternoon Stair
3. Event/Workspace
4. Robotroom
5. Makerspace/Studyroom

The Waving Corner

A TRAVEL ALONG THE PRODUCTIVE AXIS:

5.
2.

2.
4.

DESIGN PARAMETERS:

The
20%!
20s!

> 6m clearance

> 5m clearance

KIOSK

Section C-C

Section B-B

Section A-A
Seating Flex-zone Walk Bike

Housing/Commercial Parking
Walk
Street
Street
Bike

Harbor Bassin

Beach Volleyball

Vegetation Buffer

Bike Walk

The Cycle Silo

Bike-workshop

THE HARBOR BRIDGE:

THE ACTIVITY SQUARE:

THE ÖSTERLEDEN BRIDGE

Arriving from Trossö one can stop on the bridge that frames the
new harbor basin to overlook the beautiful spectacle of all the
thousands of sailboats that arrives during the summer months.

Continuing along the productive axis one will travel alongside the
activity square where one will pass the beach volley and street
basket courts which are used almost all the time.

From north pedestrians and bicyclists enters through a bridge
connecting to the top of The Cycle Silo. Here you can stop to play
on the activity roof, or just sit and overlook the archipelago.

03:02 / THE LAB:

Should we always look for large scale solutions to solve segragation? We
believe that we sometimes need to scale down to find new entries on the
housing/jobmarket. The timebank housing is an elderly home where four
apartments are dedicated for people with low income such as refugees and
students. One of the four apartments is rented out to the new swedes, a
mother and a child. Living in a timebank apartment means that they need
to spend at least 40 hours a month helping at the elderly home, socialize,
cook dinner, support in the rehab or the roof garden. In return, they get to
live in a super location while learning swedish by interacting with others
on a daily basis. These new experimental living forms are closely studied by
Boverket, which uses it as an example for the rest of Sweden.

LAGOM?
PATAR?

Entrance
Parking Basement
Parking
Supermarket

Elevated Courtyard

THE NEW SWEDEs

THE NEW SWEDES
& THE TIMEBANK
HOUSING

Delivery

THE LAB
Flexible Activity Space/
Turning Place

Upcycling
Station

I’we just found an
fully functionable
refrigerator to
our summer house!

The Timebank Housing

Production

Interaction

Standard Unit: 31m2
Productive Space: 8m2

Standard Unit: 1120m2
Productive Space: 280m2

Entry Level Housing/Job
Trust

Elderly Home
The Municipality/Boverket

B: SPORT AS A PART OF THE LANDSCAPE

C: THE PRODUCTIVE AXIS AS TRANSIT

D: USE HISTORY AS A CATALYST

To prevent the harbor from privatization, Kubbparken is Karlskronas first urban park with a
view over the archipelago! A place for informal
meetings between the clusters and the city.

As a complement to the lack of urban activity
spaces on Trossö sports fields are integrated as
a visual and playful part of the landscape that
can be a social part of the busy everyday life.

Through its twists and turns and its journey
through immediate changes of surroundings, it
becomes a path of experience. Why not stop for a
picnic on the way home?

The common floor reintroduces some of the
functions from Karlskrona’s vibrant 1920s as a
catalyst. The modernistic car-fixated years that
has passed by was just a historical parenthesis!

03:03 / THE CITY FARMS:
Österleden

Greenhouse

Bike Parking
We meet in The Theater
of Growth once every
second week for a
community dinner!

Making it easier to combine family life and careers doesn’t need to be
anything revolutionary, its enough with using the 20% to build a small multifunctional culture house in the bottom floor. The Nuclear Family living
in The City Farm uses the kulturhaus almost every day. On afternoons the
families sharing it takes turns keeping an eye on the children for one hour
after the kindergarten is closed. In the evenings it is often used by one of
the adults for work while the teenagers have got a couple of small row houses on the roof where they can be by themselves. It is in that sense nothing
THE NUCLEAR FAMILY
THE NUCLEAR FAMILY revolutionary, it just makes everything a little bit more flexible. Why is it
& THE COMMUNITY called kulturhaus you may wonder? It’s simply because one of the eight
KULTURHAUS
families sharing it is from Germany.
The Nuclear Family

The Community Kulturhaus

Production

Interaction

Standard Unit: 32m2
Productive Space: 8m2

Standard Unit: 620m2
Productive Space: 155m2

Leisure and Fun
Togetherness

Neighboors
Kindergarten

The Teenage
House

Swapping
Station

Café

The New Swedes

A: SET THE MEETINGPOINTS FREE

Aquaponics

6.
5.

Office Spaces
Office

Music Studio

Office

These small hidden
gems in between the
housing is amazing!
Should we go for a
movie tonight?

The Community
Kulturhaus

Is everything set
for the dinner
tonight? Should I
bring some more
potatoes?

THE CITY FARMS

Greenhouse
Colony

Atalier
The Hidden
Cinema

6.

20%!

The common terrace is
the perfect spot for
growing tomatoes or
eating breakfast while
watching the sunrise!

5.

Can we go to kogubbestugan
and see the animals before
we go home?

4.
Bike Parking

Who is up for
playing beach volley
or go for a swim
later?
Time Bank Housing

Resident
Construction
Site

3.

I’m building a new
garden bed to our
greenhouse, do you
have any ideas?

Drop Off

20%!

How was the kindergarten?
Have you been inside the
greenhouse all day?

4.

The Green Island

2.

Commercial
Bike Parking

1.
Seasonal Garden

We are forming a
Seating
team
for Edge
the sailors
boule tournament in
the evening!

1.

3.

The Timebank Housing

The Community Kulturhaus

1. Elderly Home
2. Rehab/Fitness Area
3. Common Kitchen
4. Timebank Housing Unit
5. Bee Keeping
6. Greenhouse

1. Private Apartments
2. Reading Corner
3. Climbing Wall
4. Media Room
5. Common Terrace
6. Teenage Row Houses

32x
Inhabitants providing to
the productive space

Integration:
Private

DESIGN PARAMETERS:

2.

25x
Integration:
Inhabitants providing to
Active Bottom Floor the productive space

DESIGN PARAMETERS:
20%!

20%!

20%!

20%!

20%!

20%!

A: HIGH AND DENSE

B: ARTICULATING THE BOTTOM

C: ACTIVATING THE COURTYARDS

D: THE 20% AS URBAN ISLANDS

A: OPEN UP TOWARDS THE GREEN

B: TURNING THE INSIDE OUT

C: ACTIVATING THE CORNERS

D: THE 20% AS GREEN ISLANDS

The Lab works as an extension of the city center
based on a compact block structure with a strong
urban character and a visual connection to Trossö while minimizing the noise from Österleden

The ground floor should create a rich environment at eye level with a mixture of commercial/
common functions and private niches oriented
towards the bigger roads and productive axis.

The majority of the courtyards are opened
up towards the social hub to create a porous
structure with semi-private passages where productive spaces can be integrated.

The 20% can be seen as islands hidden inside the
urban structure. The 20% can benefit from the
commercial functions sourrounding it and work
as a catalyst attracting local actors.

The buildings are oriented towards the green
axis, this increases the quality of the outdoor
environment and creates a semi-public sphere
inbetween the green axis and the buildings.

The entrances are grouped inside the courtyards
to turn the back against Österleden and use the
buildings to frame the green, block from noise,
and activate the life in and around the blocks.

The corners are activated through community
commons or productive spaces to prevent from
dead ends and create visibility that increases the
security of the area.

The productive spaces are distributed around the
green axis as small islands to create a common
setting around local food production while increasing the experience of a modern garden city.

03:04 / THE FLEET:

We have heard that the kayak is the new fixibike, at least in Karlskrona.
When the proposal for Hattholmen was announced, the hipster decided to
go together with four others sharing one of the standardized office pontoons that where available from the example catalogue made by the developers together with citizens, architects and the municipality. Since then
he has started his own office, Hotdog Records, which is a combined record
store and graphic design office. The first year it started out as a hobby since
he had the space, but for some month ago he finally became independent.
This allows him to dip his beard in the water and take his kayak for a spin
whenever he feels for it. Except from when he organizes his now famous and
popular Hot Dog-tuesdays once a month.

Did you build your
houseboat entirely
by yourself? That's
amazing!
Houseboat Colony

Workshop

Waterplay

THE HIPSTER

Common Functions
Houseboats

THE HIPSTER
& THE PADDLE-IN
OFFICE

03:05 / THE HARBOR:
DÖD AT
TENGIL!

THE STUDENT

THE DIGITAL NATIVE
& THE TERRACE OF
REBELLION

The digital native may be used to the idea about open sourcing from their
online platforms. The terrace of rebellion is a product and example of what
can happen when the open source phenomena from the era of digitalization
is a part of the re-evolution of our urban spaces which offers a freedom
that otherwise often get lost in conventional planning methods. The digital
native has together with fellow students living on the old cruise ship decided to use the radical island to build a social hub for political debate which
otherwise would be impossible to find. Here they can be upset about the capitalistic society and paint dystopias, invite people that they won’t hear at
the universities to hold lectures, or why not throw parties that raise money
to things they actually believe in and want to support.

The Hipster

The Paddle-In Office

Production

Interaction

The Digital Native

The Terrace of Rebellion

Production

Interaction

Standard Unit: 44m2
Productive Space: 11m2

Standard Unit: 220m2
Productive Space: 55m2

Micro Entreprenaurship
Informal Meetings

Local Businesses
Active Waterscape

Standard Unit: 21m2
Productive Space: 5m2

Radical Island Space: 900m2
Structure Space: 150m2

Temporariness
Opinion and Ideas

Self-Builders
Universities

Pavilion

Crossfit

Fireplace

Barbershop
OFF

ICE

Coffee
Rostery
Do you think there
is any unicorns
hidden inside these
start-up pontoons?

Radical Island

SEC
O
HAN ND
D

20%!

Paddeling through this
small islands of
productivity is really
an experience!

THE FLEET

Is Nils coming to
the afterwork this
evening?

Office

Floating
Offices

2.

Crab Pool

3.
4.

Seating
Landscape

I use to sit in the
Hammock Forest and
read during hot
summer nights!

1.

20%!
6.

The Pontoon
Jungle

5.
Playground

6.

Store

4.

Hammock
Forest

5.

Office

Are you coming to the
protest party tonight?
This whole place will be
a dancefloor!

AT
DÖD IL
G
TEN

Paddleboard
Rental
HOT
REC DOG
ORD
S

Community
Corner

Coffee
Boat

Common
Kitchen

PON
T
HOT OON
EL

Sauna

Bar/
Co-Working

It is so nice that local
cafés from Trossö can
rent a boat to serve
coffee and food
during the summer!

The Common Kitchen is
appointed to the
harbor and can be
rented by its guests!

7.
Even though the harbor is big,
it is so nice to have all the
functions gathered and being
so close to the city center!

The Paddle
Through

Kayak
Parking

3.

Could you take a quick
look at the engine, it
feels like it's on the
verge to break down!

1.

Boat Service
Station

2.

New Harbor Bassin
700 boat places

The Paddle-In Office
The Terrace of Rebellion
1. Semi-public Pontoon
2. Canoe Parking
3. Office
4. Second Hand Shop
5. Common Kitchen/Toilet
6. Micro Hotel
7. Shop

Drop-off
Kindergarden

Integration:
Separate Building

DESIGN PARAMETERS:

20%!
20%!

1. DJ-Set
2. Lecture/Event Space
3. Swings
4. The Lighthouse of Participation
5. Pavilion
6. The Terrace of Rebellion

4x
Inhabitants providing to
the productive space

30x
Inhabitants providing to
the productive space

Integration:
Private

DESIGN PARAMETERS:

20%!

20%!

20%!

20%!

A: CREATE SIGHTLINES AND VIEWS

B: BREAK DOWN AND OPEN UP

C: INTEGRATING BLUE POCKETS

D: THE 20% AS BLUE ISLANDS

A: WELCOME THE TEMPORARY

B: A FLEXIBLE AND OPEN DESIGN

C: INTEGRATING CITY COMMONS

D: THE 20% AS SELF-BUILT ISLANDS

The buildings are arranged to create views toward
the archipelago from the private apartments,
while opening up for sightlines in-between the
buildings from public and semi-public places.

The volumes are divided into two to create space
for common functions and niches with terraces
facing the ocean and the public space where the
inhabitants are invited to sit on edges and steps.

Since the buildings are built 3m above sea-level,
blue pockets with stairs and steps are integrated
between the buildings to activate the water with
pontoons, boats or why not a pocket beach.

The majority of the public 20% is placed on pontoons inside narrow channels between the buildings naturally protected from weather and wind
creating an intimate and diverse waterscape

The Harbor could be described as an instant
city during the summer. This creates certain demands of places around the harbor that need to
be able to handle large flows of people and goods.

The pontoons and their functions are reprogrammable. Through this open design, the landscape
opens up for pop-up events and structures that
can activate the Harbor also during off-season.

Common functions, such as kitchen and laundromat are integrated for the tourists arriving by
boat, as well as for the students living on the old
cruiseship and the inhabitants on Trossö.

The 20% is developed as a radical island that empowers bottom-up movements and self-builders
to take control over a small and clearly defined
part of the harbor.

